Enavation Cloud:
VinPoint Wine
Management

Great Wines. Managed Better.
W HAT IS THIS OFFERING?
Leveraging the industry-specific functionality of VinPoint and the powerful
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central solution, Enavation Cloud:

Modernize Your
Wine Business From
Grape to Glass
Enavation Cloud: VinPoint Wine

VinPoint Wine Management is a software as a service (SaaS) offering that
provides your wine business with a turnkey approach to streamlining sales
and operational management, from bottling to shipment. Integration with
Power BI helps you achieve optimal data security and governance, enabling
informed decision-making in real time.

Management modernizes operations,

SPEND MORE TIME ON W HAT MAT TERS

simplifies processes and supports

Templatization eliminates time and resource-consuming manual processes like

revenue growth at scale by allowing

reporting, financials and order tracking, so your business can focus on other

your wine businesses to focus on

mission-critical tasks that drive growth and profits.

non-administrative, mission-critical
operations. We provide templatized
processes for wine sales and distribution
to enable real-time reporting that helps
you better track financials and taxation.

ENH A NCED TAX COMPLI A NCE &
REDUCED DATA ENTRY
Collect all the data necessary for TTB (Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade
Bureau) Reports of Wine Premises and integrate with the industry’s most
popular direct-to-consumer (DTC) website providers without time-consuming
manual data collection and entry.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE &
OPTIMIZ ATION FOR W INERIES
Enavation Cloud: VinPoint Wine Management equips wineries with the
industry’s most enduring software and stacks it on the familiar Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Business Central solution to offer continuous innovation,
superior mobility and implementation excellence through Enavate.

E XPERT MIGR ATION SUPPORT

SOF T WA RE -AS-A-SERVICE PRICING MODEL

We focus on providing an unmatched migration experience

The flexible, SaaS-based pricing model grants all corners of

supported by technology and service offerings that provide

the wine market access to streamlined migrations and greater

automation, efficiency and security at scale for the specific

operational efficiency.

needs of the wine industry.

Enhance Your Operations from Grape to Glass
BUDGET FORECASTING

TAX MANAGEMENT

Our offering makes forecasting easy. Plan, control,

Efficiently and accurately manage TTB (Alcohol

and budget using real-time data to create a

and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau) data points for

comprehensive view of your operation.

timely and accurate reporting.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

WINE MANAGEMENT

Gain deeper insights and quickly deploy initiatives for

Benefit from added transparency and accurate

enhanced collaboration. Report on KPIs like shipment

data surrounding varietals, brands, vintages,

volume and time to value for better decision-making.

channels and more.

DISCOUNT M A N AGEMENT
Keep your financial supply chain in order with
effective discount management that will
increase profits and track the results of any
promotional activity.

Modernize Your Wine Business
With a Trusted Partner
We’re here for your wine business when you’re ready to take
the next step in a technology journey that provides automation,
efficiency and security at scale.
Talk to an Expert

